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Oregon Scientific Vibra Trainer Fit SE211
Typically £60, or £50 from www.amazon.co.uk

Cheap and cheerful, despite fiddly controls

The Vibra Trainer Fit is the only model on
test that offers vibrating alerts telling you
to speed up or slow down. The SE211
provides basic data at a glance,
including time spent in the gym and
calories burnt. Unlike the Nike, it
also displays fat-burning percentage
and average heart rate — both
excellent fitness markers. This sturdy
model is fairly bulky (women might
find it awkward) and its functional
waterproof design won’t impress anyone
off the treadmill. It’s quite fiddly to set up,
lacks user friendliness on the first use, and
takes lots of button pushing for navigation. However, once you
get used to it, the SE211 covers the basics, making it a useful
exercise aid at a knockdown price.

SMART TRACKER HHHHH

Timex Ironman Triathlon T5F001
Typically £100, or £80 from www.wiggle.co.uk

Reliable but lacking important features

This lightweight monitor does what it
says on the tin, with both the watch
and the chest strap being fully
waterproof — ideal for triathletes.
The clear three-line display can be
customised, so that you don’t have
to flick through numerous modes to
see the data you’re after. Displays
include a history of your recovery
levels, which is one of the best
indicators of how fit you really are.
However, the workout summary isn’t
as detailed as that on the Polar or
Suunto, lacking an all-important calorie counter. And despite its
easy setup, there is little in the instructions about training
programmes or which heart-rate zones you need to be working
at. A safe choice, then, but only if you know what you are doing.

BPM (beats per minute)
A measurement of the rate at which your heart is beating
Exercise zones
Heart-rate thresholds which, during exercise, are associated
with different exercise goals, such as improving strength or
burning fat. The zones are usually expressed as a percentage
of the MHR
MHR (maximum heart rate)
The highest safe heart rate experienced during peak physical
exertion. The rate varies with age

SPORTING STYLE  HHHHI

Nike Triax C6
Typically £90, or £80 from
www.heartratemonitor.co.uk

Easy to use but more style
than substance

Initial setup of the C6 was the
simplest on test, with foolproof
instructions and intuitively located
buttons. It is waterproof to 50 metres
and the chest strap has been anatomically
designed for comfort. Nike has introduced
innovative features such as heart-rate zone finder — a 15min
test during which the watch puts you through your paces and
develops personalised zones depending on your performance.
Another fun extra is the graph mode, which plots your heart rate
over one hour to offer additional motivation. But the distinctive
angled screen makes digits hard to view and some advanced
functions difficult to access. Also, you don’t get as much useful
raw information (such as average heart rate) as with other
monitors here.

TRUSTY TICKER HHHII

Garmin Forerunner 405
Typically £249, or £213 from
www.globalgizmos.co.uk

Ideal hi-tech training
partner

Thanks to built-in GPS satellite
technology, the Forerunner tracks
not only how fast your heart is
beating but also how fast and how
far you’ve run. This stylish watch sports a handy touchscreen
rather than fiddly buttons. Although designed for runners, it
also works for cyclists (with an optional sensor that attaches to
your pedals, £36) giving accurate zone, heart rate and calorie
information. The virtual trainer is a great pacemaker for long
runs and lets you transfer performance data wirelessly to your
home computer, where you can analyse your training online.
However, the watch is only water resistant rather than
waterproof and the rechargeable battery fades after eight
hours. Overall, well worth the price if you put the miles in.

Polar F55
Typically £145, or £119 from
www.totallyfitness.co.uk

A fitness instructor on your wrist

This smart, water-resistant watch
creates a training programme for
specific goals, tracks your workouts,
and lets you transfer it all to your
computer via infrared. Unlike other
models tested, it allows communication
with most modern gym machines, displaying
your heart rate on-screen. The Ownzone function calibrates your
heart-rate zones precisely at the start of each session, so the
Polar is tailored to your body. The personal trainer feature
creates a cardio plan and a strength training regime, complete
with recommended exercises, the weights to use and the
number of repetitions. The full house of functions feels a little
intimidating at first, but they are well worth it. A superb digital
trainer for novices and gym bunnies alike.

Suunto T3
Typically £100, or £90 from
www.facewest.co.uk

A powerful watch with street cred

Here’s a watch that you won’t be
ashamed to wear outside the gym.
The T3’s display is as clear as it is
stylish, with a useful real-time
“training effect” that shows how hard
you are working and how quickly your
fitness levels are improving. You also
have the choice of using the virtual
coach, which generates an ideal training programme based on
your fitness level and past training. Invest in the optional foot
pod and software (£60) to record and analyse outdoor speed
and distance sessions on your home computer. Once you get
used to how the waterproof Suunto works, it is quite simple, but
expect to have to carry around the user’s guide at first as there
are lots of functions and figures to get your head around.
Complicated but competent.

BASIC BUZZ HHHII

G
one are the days when you gauged your exercise efforts by
cheek colour and sweat production. Now, with a heart-rate
monitor, you can glance at your wrist and see how hard
you’re working. Like a personal trainer, a heart-rate monitor
can keep you motivated and help you achieve your fitness

goals, whether they are burning unwanted pounds, building strength or
training for your first triathlon.
The harder you exercise, the faster your heart pumps to distribute

oxygen around your body, and so the higher your heart rate, measured
in beats per minute (bpm). A monitor tells you how your body is
coping with exercise and when to “change gear”; the secret, though, is
knowing where your “gears” are.
To find this out you should establish your maximum heart rate

(MHR). Many monitors, including all those on test here, will calculate
this when you input your vital statistics during setup. As a rough guide,
however, you can subtract your age from 220. For example, a
35-year-old’s MHR is 220-35 = 185bpm. Once you know your
maximum heart rate, exercising becomes a matter of percentages.
Exercise at up to 60% of your MHR (111bpm for our 35-year-old) is

called zone one and is ideal for aiding recovery. Step up to 70% and
you enter zone two, the fat-burning zone. Moderate exercise (up to
80% MHR) is called the cardio training zone, used for building stamina
and endurance. Finally, zone four (up to 90%) is for keen athletes
looking to reduce times and achieve peak performance.
Monitors come in two parts: a watch for your wrist and a chest strap

to wear under your sports top; the strap detects and wirelessly
transmits your heart rate to the watch.
All the monitors here come with a splash-resistant chest strap to cope

with rain and sweat, but only the strap on the Timex is fully waterproof
for use when swimming. All the watches on test are waterproof, except
the Garmin, which should not be submerged.
You can buy cheap, entry-level watches that simply measure your

heart rate in addition to providing the traditional time, date and
stopwatch functions. However, it’s worth spending a little more on a
watch (such as all those on test) with zone alarms that beep at you when
you stray from your target heart rates. This encourages you to keep your
exercise intensity within ideal limits for maximum efficiency.
Top-end models offer even more features. Calorie counters will suit

slimmers, while a personal training programme can ensure you don’t
repeat the same old exercises month after month. The Polar and
Suunto watches will work with separately purchased wireless gizmos to
measure the distance you’re running or cycling, and the Garmin has
that facility integrated in the form of a GPS satellite receiver.
While all these watches can store and recall previous exercise data, it

can be easier to view this information on your home computer
(although suitable software often costs extra). The Garmin and Polar
watches can transmit data wirelessly, letting you analyse your
performances within minutes and even share them with training
partners online.
Heart-rate monitors may not offer the same level of guidance and

encouragement as a human personal trainer, but they can help you
exercise more regularly and effectively, and at a fraction of the price of
gym membership.

GYM BUDDY HHHHHLike personal trainers, these fitness aids
can help you exercise more effectively

Reviews by Lucy Miller
of Men’s Fitness magazine
Prices include Vat but not delivery

JARGON BUSTER

C’mon,C’mon,
pushpush
yourselfyourself
harderharder

BRAND ON THE RUN HHHII
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